
The CTOUCH For Teams Go solution turns 

your CTOUCH touchscreen into the most 

flexible and efficient device for teamwork. 

Combine the power of touchscreen interactivity with 

videoconference applications of your choice, such as 

Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Pexip or Google Meet. Working 

agile with Miro or Jira? Simply launch any type of 

collaboration session straight from your touchscreen!

Enjoy all the benefits of this BRIX: flexible, safe, 

sustainable and future proof!

FROM 
TEAMWORK 
TO DREAMWORK
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Multiplatform collaboration solution

CTOUCH For Teams Go is a multiplatform solution for modern workspaces. 

With this collaboration solution for touchscreens, companies are able to 

support the use of multiple videoconferencing applications and numerous 

collaboration tools on a single touchscreen. This gives them more flexibility 

than ever to design the ideal hybrid workplace for their employees.

It also includes advanced whiteboarding, wireless screen sharing, room booking 

and an integrated web browser. CTOUCH For Teams Go is highly secure and 

truly ensures engagement during meetings.
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A rock solid, futureproof BRIX solution
The CTOUCH For Teams Go is a budget-

friendly modular BRIX solution that can 

be upgraded over time. Combine it with a 

CTOUCH touchscreen and you’re ready for full 

collaboration. No worries when your needs 

change. Simply upgrade your BRIX module and 

you’re set to go, without replacing the entire 

touchscreen. 100% futureproof.

Videoconferencing with  
a touchscreen: Say hello to  
hybrid working!

Advanced whiteboard at your disposal

Teamwork done right: with touch and tools

Add an interactive dimension to your 

videoconference with a touchscreen. Launch 

your Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Pexip or any other 

frequently used videoconference application 

directly from the menu. Stand up, work actively 

together as a team and bring ideas into reality in 

a collaborative setting.

Whether you are writing with a pen or with your fingertips, the CTOUCH For Teams Go whiteboard is 

as intuïtive as it can be. Featuring the most essential drawing tools, virtual laser pointer, redo and undo 

options and many more functions. Having an inspiring meeting is literally in your own hands. And when 

your session is over, easily share your work via USB, mail or even via Teams.  

Dozens of team collaboration tools, such as Miro, Monday and Jira are optimized for touchscreens. This 

improves teams’ efficiency and productivity. With the CTOUCH For Teams Go, you can easily access these 

applications from the touchscreen’s whiteboarding menu, turning your meeting rooms in advanced 

collaboration workplaces. 
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